Fine-grained opinions are often buried in user reviews. The opinionated aspects may also be associated with different weights by reviewers to represent the aspects' relative importance. As the opinions and weights provide valuable information about users' preferences for products, they can facilitate the generation of personalised recommendations. However, few studies to date have investigated the three inter-connected tasks in a unified framework: aspect identification, aspect-based rating inference and weight estimation. In this paper, we propose a unified framework for performing the three tasks, which involves 1) identifying the product aspects mentioned in a review, 2) inferring the reviewer's ratings for these aspects from the opinions s/he expressed in a review, and 3) estimating the reviewer's weights for these aspects. The relationship among these three tasks is inherently dependent in that the output of one task adjusts the accuracy of another task. We particularly develop an unsupervised model to Collectively estimate Aspect Ratings and Weights (shorted as CARW), which performs all of the three tasks by enhancing each other mutually. We conduct experiments on three real-life datasets to evaluate the CARW model. Experimental results show that the proposed model can achieve better performance than the related methods regarding each task.
Introduction
With the explosive growth of e-commerce and social media over the past two decades, review writing has become popular. Reviews enable users to express their opinions about products and services, such as hotels, restaurants and digital cameras. The opinions embedded in these reviews provide valuable information for other consumers. Many consumers rely on online reviews to make informed purchase decisions, especially when they know little about the products [7, 17] . Indeed, the body of a review often contains the reviewer's detailed opinions about the multi-faceted aspects of a product. For example, a hotel review may convey the reviewer's opinions about food quality, service, and ambience. Therefore, it is meaningful to automatically extract these fine-grained aspect opinions from reviews, which has been referred as aspect-based * Corresponding author. e-mail: fwang@comp.hkbu.edu.hk. opinion mining [32] . Specifically, the goal of aspectbased opinion mining is to discover the set of aspects mentioned in the reviews of a product and their associated user sentiments.
However, existing approaches to aspect-based opinion mining have some limitations that restrict their use in practice. Some methods require a set of labeled entities to be prepared in advance for identifying the aspects from reviews [14, 18, 29] . This requirement makes it hard to be applied in different product domains. Moreover, for the task of aspect-based rating inference (i.e., the opinion quantification), many of the related works are based on a sentiment lexicon [5, 13, 39] , which contains a static sentiment score for each word without considering the aspect it is related to. For example, although the word "friendly" can be a strong positive opinion word for the "service" aspect, but not for the "value" aspect in hotel reviews.
Another meaningful task related to the aspect-based opinion mining is to estimate the weights that review-ers place on different aspects of a product from their written reviews. These weights reveal the preferences of the reviewers for aspects [35] . For example, consider the following hotel review: "The food is delicious. However the ambience and service is not so good." It can be seen that this review expresses negative opinions about ambience and service aspects but a positive opinion about the food aspect. Given that the reviewer's overall rating for this hotel is 4 (in the range of [1, 5] ), it can imply that the food aspect is more important than the other aspects to the reviewer.
In this paper, we are interested in investigating the relationship among the three tasks: aspect identification, aspect-based rating inference, and aspect-based weight estimation. To the best of our knowledge, most of related works have just focused on one or two of these tasks [13, 23, 41] . In our view, these tasks are essentially inter-connected between each other. The accuracy of aspect identification can influence the performance of aspect-based rating inference. Therefore, errors may be accumulated if the tasks are performed separately.
In this paper, we develop a unified framework to improve the three tasks simultaneously. We aim not only to identify the aspects mentioned in product reviews and reviewers' opinions about these aspects at a fine granularity, but to derive reviewers' weights for these aspects (see Figure 1 ). An example of the expected output is shown in Figure 2 . The main challenge is how to minimise error propagation when performing the three tasks. Error propagation occurs when errors caused by an upstream sub-task propagate to and adversely affect the performance of downstream sub-tasks. We address this problem by using shared representations to create dependencies between the tasks and thereby recast them as three components of a joint learning task. This enables knowledge transfer between tasks. Specifically, we propose a unified unsupervised CARW (shorted from Collectively estimate Aspect Ratings and Weights) model. The datasparsity problem is also solved by discovering clusterlevel preferences for accommodating reviewers' preference similarity.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our problem statement and notations used in this paper. Section 4 presents the details of our proposed model. In Section 5, we show the results of our experimental evaluations, and Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses directions for future work.
Related Work
Researchers are paying increasing attention to methods of extracting information from reviews that indicates users' opinions of aspects about products [32] . In this section, we describe the existing literatures on aspect identification, aspect-based rating inference and aspect-based weight estimation.
Aspect Identification
Most of the earliest attempts to identify aspects are frequency-based [2, 13, 19, 31] , for which some constraints are applied to identify the high-frequent nouns or noun phrases as aspect candidates. For example, in [13] and [19] , the aspects are extracted by using an association rule miner. In [31] , the noun phrases that occur more frequently in general English than in product reviews are discarded. As the main limitation of the frequency-based approaches, the low-frequent aspects are often ignored. To overcome this problem, some methods construct a set of rules to identify aspects, which can be called rule-based approaches [19, 30, 38] . In [19] , a set of predefined Part-of-Speech (POS) patterns are used to extract aspects from reviews. For example, a POS pattern such as 'ADJ NN' is applied to identify the noun word "manual" in the phrase 'good_ADJ manual_NN' as the aspect. The limitation of these methods is that they will produce non-aspects that match with the relation patterns. Furthermore, the frequency-and rule-based approaches require the manual effort of tuning various parameters, which limits their generalization in practice.
To address the problems mentioned above, some model-based approaches that automatically learn the model parameters from the data have been proposed. Some of these models are based on supervised learning techniques, such as the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Conditional Random Field (CRF). For example, in [14] , a system named OpinionMiner is developed to extract aspects and associated opinions based on lexicalized HMM (L-HMMs), which can integrate POS information in the HMM framework, but the model does not consider the interaction between sequence labels. In [29] and [18] , they extend the CRF model to extract aspects and corresponding opinions from review texts. Although the supervised model-based methods overcome the limitation of frequency-and rule-based methods, these models require a set of manually labeled entities for training the model. The unsupervised model-based methods, on the other hand, are primarily based on statistical topic models, such as the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] model. For example, in [22, 23, 33, 5, 21, 42, 27] , they adopt topic models to learn latent topics that correlate directly with aspects. The basic idea behind this model is that documents (i.e., reviews or review sentences) are represented as a small number of latent topics (here, the topics can be referred as aspects), where topics are associated with a distribution over the words. More concretely, [23] proposes a topic modeling method, called structured PLSA that models the dependency structure of phrases in short comments. In this method, each phrase is represented as a pair of head terms and modifier terms, and the head term is about an aspect (e.g., the head term picture and the modifier term great in the phrase 'great picture'). The basic idea of this method is that the head terms associated with similar set of modifier terms are more likely to share similar semantic meaning. [33] proposes a topic model, named as MG-LDA, based on LDA for discovering aspects from reviews. In the MG-LDA model, two types of topics including global topics and local topics are separately modeled. The global topics are related to the background description of a product in reviews, and the local topics are related to the aspects of the product. [5] applies the LDA model at sentence-level to identify the local topic of each sentence as the aspect. In [42] , a topic model called MaxEnt-LDA is devised that can leverage the POS tags of words to distinguish aspects, opinions, and background words by integrating a discriminative maximum entropy (Max-Ent) with the LDA model. To alleviate the cold-start problem, [27] assumes that each reviewer (and item) has a set of distributions over aspects and aspect-based ratings. In contrast with supervised learning models, the unsupervised methods do not require the labeled training data.
Aspect-based Rating Inference
The existing rating inference methods can be categorised into two groups: lexicon-based and supervised learning approaches. Lexicon-based approaches use a sentiment lexicon, in which each word is associated with an orientation (positive or negative) or rating [13, 5, 39] . The critical issue is how to construct such a sentiment lexicon. Typically, a smallscale set of seed words is first constructed manually. Then some techniques are applied to enlarge this seed set to include more words. For example, [13] enlarges the sentiment lexicon by identifying the synonyms or antonyms of a seed word. [5] propagates the polarity score across a conjunction graph, which is built over adjective words with a set of seed words and their polarities. For the supervised learning approaches [4] , because a classifier, which is trained from labeled data in one domain, will perform poorly in another domain, some recent researches leverage the overall rating associated with each review to learn individual classifier or called rating predictor for each aspect [23, 40] . For example, [40] proposed a semi-supervised method to train a classifier by treating the overall ratings as sentiment labels.
In addition, some works [25, 15, 26] have used topic modeling techniques to simultaneously identify aspects and infer the rating for each aspect. In the work of [25] , a review is assumed to be generated by sampling words from a set of topic distributions and two sentiment distributions which correspond to positive and negative, respectively. In [15] , each review is assumed to have a distribution over sentiments and each sentiment have a distribution over aspects. Then, the words from the review are generated based on the aspect's and the corresponding sentiment's distributions. However, [25, 15] purely estimate the polarity of sentiment (i.e., positive and negative) expressed on aspects, which is different from the numerical rating that we aim to infer.
Aspect-based Weight Estimation
So far only few studies have been conducted to uncover the weights the reviewer places on aspects [1, 41, 28, 36, 37] . In [1] , the authors study how the opinions expressed in reviews affect the product demand. In particular, the hedonic regression model, which has been commonly used in econometrics, is adopted to identify the weight of each aspect by using product demand as an objective function. But the derived weights are common to all of the reviewers without considering their individual preferences. [41] uses the Probabilistic Regression Model (PRM) to estimate aspect-based weights. Concretely, the overall rating is assumed to be drawn from a Gaussian distribution with the mean as the product of the aspect-based ratings and the aspectbased weights. For each review, given the inferred aspect ratings, the aspect weights with the most likely posterior probability are inferred with the occurrence frequency as the priori knowledge. In [36] , the PRM is also used to estimate the aspect weights. The novelty of this method is that a probabilistic graphic model is introduced to concurrently estimate both the rating and the weight of each aspect. As an extension of [36] , [37] introduces a statistical topic model to identify aspects and estimate aspect ratings and weights, which is similar to the objective of our proposed model. However, their model is limited when there are only a few number of reviews posted. Hence, it suffers from the review sparsity phenomenon.
Limitations of Related Work
We summarise the limitations of the three branches of related works and indicate the novelty of our proposed CARW model in comparison with them in Table 1. Moreover, relative to previous work [35, 6] , we propose a unified framework to perform the three tasks, aspect identification, aspect-based rating inference, and aspect-based weight estimation, simultaneously so as to reduce the error propagation.
Problem Statement
Formally, in this paper, we assume that we have a set of U users, which can be denoted as U = {u 1 , . . . , u U }, and a set of M products (such as hotels or digital cameras), which can be denoted as M = {m 1 , . . . , m M }. Then, we let R = {r ij |u i ∈ U and m j ∈ M} be a set of reviews that have been posted for certain products. Typically, when writing a review r ij , the user u i also assigns an overall rating y ij ∈ R + (say from 1 to 5) to express the overall quality of the reviewed product m j . We also assume that there are W unique words W = {w 1 , . . . , w W } occurring in all of the reviews. The major notations used throughout the paper can be found in Table 2 .
The research problems that we have been engaged in solving are as follows:
1. Aspect identification: The goal of this task is to extract aspects mentioned in a review. An aspect is an attribute or a component of the product, such as a hotel's "service", "location" and "food". We assume that there are A aspects men- Rule based [19] Constructing a set of POS patterns to identify aspects.
Non-aspects matched with the POS patterns are produced. Supervised model based [14, 29, 18] Learning a model (e.g., classifier) based on labeled data.
It requires manually labeled data for training models. Topic model based [22, 23, 33, 5, 21, 42] Mapping co-occurring words in texts to aspects.
Some auxiliary information is discarded (e.g., the sentiment score of the aspect).
Aspect-based rating inference
Lexicon based [13, 5] Using a sentiment lexicon to infer the ratings. Supervised model based [23] Using the overall rating to learn individual classifier/rating predictor for each aspect.
The aspect ratings share the same value as the corresponding overall rating in the training process. Topic model based [25, 15] Considering the positive and negative words as two distinct topics in the topic model.
1. Some useful sentiment-indicating information (e.g., overall rating) is not considerred. 2. Only the binary polarity ratings (e.g., positive and negative) are considered.
Aspect-based weight estimation
Probabilistic regression model (PRM) based [41, 36, 37] Using a linear regression model. tioned in reviews, A = {a 1 , . . . , a A }. An aspect can be denoted by a i = {w|w ∈ W, A(w) = i}, where A(·) is a mapping function from a word to an aspect. For example, for hotel reviews, words such as "price", "value" and "worth" can be mapped to aspect "price".
Aspect-based rating inference:
We use an Adimensional vector v ij ∈ R A×1 to represent the aspect-based ratings (e.g., the range of rating can be from 1 to 5). Each element v ijk of v ij is a score value indicating the reviewer's sentiment toward aspect a k . The task of aspect-based rat-ing inference is then to estimate the vector v ij given a review r ij and the associated overall rating y ij . 3. Aspect-based weight estimation: This task aims to estimate the non-negative weights α i (the degree of importance) that the user u i places on aspects A. The aspect-based weights enable system to generate recommendations tailored to individual user's preferences.
We emphasize the identification of aspects, and the estimation of aspect-based ratings v ij of review r ij , and the reviewer u i 's weights α i on aspects, with a unified model. We expect that this model will reduce the error propagation among the three tasks. Moreover, when deriving the aspect weights of each reviewer, we propose to integrate the Latent Class Regression Model (LCRM) into a probabilistic graphic model, so as to address the review sparsity problem. In the next section, we present the details of our proposed model.
Our Methodology
In this section, we propose an unsupervised model that can collectively perform the three tasks aspect identification, aspect-based rating inference and aspectbased weight estimation simultaneously, called CARW. Before presenting details of this model, we first list our some assumptions:
-The text describing a particular aspect is generated by sampling words from a topic model (i.e., a multinomial word distribution) corresponding to the aspect. For example, the words "service", "staff" and "waiter" are frequently used to describe the aspect "service" in the hotel reviews. -The rating for an aspect is determined based on the words describing the corresponding aspect. For example, if the review text says "the staff are very friendly and helpful", we can infer the rating for the aspect "service" as 5 (within the range [1, 5] ) because the opinion expression "very friendly and helpful" indicates a strong positive sentiment. -The overall rating is regarded as the weighted combination of aspect ratings where the weight reflects the relative emphasis of each aspect. Following this assumption, the overall rating has a linear relationship with the aspect ratings, and the ratings for different aspects are independent with each other. Although the assumption of independence may not be true in reality, this assumption can help to maintain the model's simplicity [41] . -Each product has a distribution over the aspects representing how often different aspects are discussed in reviews of that product. -Each product has a rating distribution over aspects that represents how well the product is evaluated on different aspects by reviewers. -Each reviewer belongs to a cluster so reviewers in the same cluster share similar aspect-based weights.
Based on the above assumptions, to generate a review text, we first sample the aspects expressed in that review conditioned on the aspect distribution of the corresponding product m j . Following the basic Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, this distribution follows a multinomial distribution θ j with prior Dirichlet distribution Dir(γ), denoted as θ j ∼ Dir(γ). The aspect-based ratings expressed in a review are then sampled conditioned on the rating distribution of the corresponding product. For the sake of simplicity, we define the aspect rating distribution of product m j as a multivariate Gaussian distribution v j ∼ N (ϑ j , η 2 j I). The aspect-based weights α i of reviewer u i are sampled conditioned on the cluster s/he belongs to and the weight distribution associated with that cluster. The aspect weight distribution is also defined by following a multivariate distribution α i ∼ N (µ k , Σ k ), given that the user u i belongs to the k-th cluster (denoted as c i = k). The overall rating y ij is sampled based on the aspect-based weights α i of the reviewer and the aspect-level ratings v ij that follow a Gaussian distribution, denoted as
2 ). We use z ijl = k to indicate that the l-th word in review r ij belongs to the k-th aspect. Finally, the words appearing in a review are sampled based on the mapped aspects and their ratings. Figure 3 shows the graphical model.
Model Inference and Parameters Learning
Formally, for each review r ij of product m j given by reviewer u i , the log-posterior probability of the latent variables (note that the latent variables include 1) aspect ratings vector v ij , 2) the word's topic/aspect identification z ij , and 3) reviewer's cluster membership c i ) is conditioned on the model parameters Φ = {π 1:U , α 1:U , θ 1:M , ϑ 1:M , η 1:M , Table 2 Notations used in this paper Notation Description U = {u 1 , . . . , u U } the set of users (reviewers), and U is the number of users. M = {m 1 , . . . , m M } the set of products, and M is the number of products. R = {r ij |u i ∈ U and m j ∈ M} the set of user-item pairs, where r ij ∈ R indicates that user u i wrote a review to product m j , and R denotes the total number of reviews. A = {a 1 , . . . , a A } the set of aspects, and A is the number of aspects. r ij the review written by user u i for item m j . y ij ∈ R + the overall rating associated with review r ij . v ij ∈ R A the aspect ratings inferred from review r ij over A aspects {v ij1 , . . . , v ijA }. w ij the words occurring in review r ij , and w ijl denotes the l-th word in review r ij . z ij the aspect assignment of each word in review r ij , and z ijl = k denotes the l-th word that is assigned to k-th aspect. W = {w 1 , . . . , w W } the corpus of words, and W is the number of words. c i ∈ {1, · · · , C} the cluster membership of reviewer u i (c i = k denotes that reviewer u i belongs to k-th cluster), and C is the number of clusters.
the aspect weights reviewer u i places on A aspects.
the prior cluster distribution of reviewer u i .
The graphical plate notation for our CARW model µ 1:K , Σ 1:K , φ, β} and the hyperparameters {τ, σ, γ}:
= log P (w ij |z ij , v ij , φ, β)
In the above equation, the log-likelihood probability of the observed words w ij given the aspect assignments z ij and ratings v ij is defined as
where N is the number of words contained in a review, w l and z l indicate the l-th word and the corresponding word's aspect assignment, respectively, and v z l denotes the rating for aspect z l . Note that φ z l is indexed by aspect z l , indicating which words are associated with the aspect. Alternatively, β z l vz l is indexed by aspect z l and the rating for that aspect is v z l , so that we can learn the opinion score associated with each word for every aspect.
As mentioned above, given the rating for each aspect in a review and the associated reviewer's weight on the aspect, the observed overall rating is assumed to be drawn from a Gaussian distribution around α T i v ij . Formally, the log-likelihood of the observed overall rating y ij given the aspect weights α i and aspect ratings v ij is defined as
where α ik and v k denote the weight and the rating of the k-th aspect, respectively. The log-likelihood of the probability of aspect ratings v ij and the words' aspect assignments z ij with regard to a review of product m j is defined as
where the probability of aspect assignment of each word P (z|θ j ) follows a multinomial distribution with parameter θ j , denoted as z ij ∼ M ultinomial(θ j ), and the aspect-based ratings v ij follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean as ϑ j and covariance matrix as η j I, denoted as z ij ∼ N (ϑ j , η j I). The mean rating ϑ j reflects how much most of reviewers enjoy the product, and the variance parameter η j shows whether the reviewers agree with each other in terms of their opinions about that product as well as the aspects.
According to the assumptions that we mentioned at the beginning of this section, within the framework of latent class regression model (LCRM), the reviewer's aspect weight can be drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µ k , Σ k ) given that the reviewer belongs to a cluster k. We expect that this clustering procedure could enhance a reviewer's weight estimation by considering the inner-similarity among reviewers within the same cluster. Formally, the aspect-weight probability of the reviewer u i belonging to cluster k (denoted as c i = k) is defined as
where π ik is the prior probability of the reviewer u i belonging to the k-th cluster. We now show how to learn the model's parameters Φ and the hidden variables v, z, c, with regard to each review and each reviewer so as to maximize the logposterior probability as defined in Eqn 1. In this work, the optimization proceeds by coordinating ascent on hidden variables including {v, z, c} 1 and model parameters Φ, i.e., by alternately performing the following operations:
1. Update hidden variables with fixed parameters
For each review, the aspect ratings v and the words' aspect assignments are updated as
where δ(z l = k) is an indicator function denoting that the l-th word is relevant to the k-th aspect. Specifically, for updating each word's aspect assignment z l using above equation 7b, the pa-rameter φ z l w l that indicates how likely the word w l is assigned to aspect k is calculated as:
where n (·) −l,k is the total number of words assigned to the k-th aspect, which does not include the current one; n (w l ) −l,k is the total times of word w l assigned to the k-th asepct; and a is a hyperparameter that determines how this multinomial distribution is smoothed. The parameter β z l vz l w l is calculated via:
where n (·) −l,t,k is the total number of words assigned to aspect k and aspect rating t; n (w l ) −lt,k is the total times of word w l assigned to aspect k and aspect rating t; and b is a hyperparameter for smoothing the multinomial distribution.
For each reviewer, his/her cluster membership is updated according tô
and the cluster-level aspect weight prior (µ c , Σ c ) can be updated according tô
where U c denotes the set of reviewers who belong to cluster c.
Update parameters with fixed hidden variables
(θ,θ,π,α) = arg max (θ,ϑ,π,α) rij ∈R L(Φ; r ij ), so as to update the aspect distribution for product m j :θ j = arg max
update the aspect-based ratings distribution for product m j aŝ
and update the aspect-based weights for reviewer u i as (15)
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code of the model's inference process. 1. update hidden variables with fixed parameters 5: for each review r ij do 6: update the aspect ratings v via Eqn 7a 7: update the words' aspect assignments z via Eqn 7b 8: end for 9: for each reviewer u i do 2. update parameters with fixed hidden variables 13: for each product m j do 14: update the aspect distribution via Eqn 13 15: update the aspect rating distribution via Eqn 14 16: update the aspect weights via Eqn 15 17: end for 18: until convergence
Experiment and Results

Aspect Identification Task
In this section, we conduct an experiment to validate how the CARW model performs in terms of the aspect identification task. We first describe the review data set we used for evaluation, the compared methods and evaluation metrics.
Description of the Dataset
With the goal of evaluating the quality of the identified aspects from reviews, we use a publicly available restaurant review dataset collected from CitySearch 2 , originally used in [11] . After excluding short reviews (say with less than 50 words), we have 28,323 reviews posted by 19,408 reviewers for 3,164 restaurants (on average 1.46 reviews per reviewer). As the ground-truth, we use 1,490 labeled sentences which were classified into three main aspects (food, service, ambiance). To check for the classification agreement, each of the sentence was annotated by three different annotators. We also use a set of seed words related to each aspect as prior knowledge to guide the model learning. Table 3 shows the seed words, which are the same as ones used in [20] . As for the main parameters, they are set as σ = 0.1, γ = 0.5, a = 0.01, b = 0.01, A = 4, C = 50, thorough experimental trials. 
Compared Methods and Evaluation Metrics
The frequency-based method used in [13] is treated as the baseline method. In this method, two phases are performed for the task of aspect identification. The first is a POS tagger implemented in the package Core-NLP 3 to identify frequent nouns (and noun phrases) as the aspect candidates. The second is to compute the candidate's lexical similarity to the seed words. The lexical similarity is determined via WordNet [9] .
In addition, we implemented three different topic models to be compared with our CARW model: LDA based [3] , Local LDA based [5] and MG-LDA [33] . The standard LDA model only considers the word cooccurrence patterns in review contents. In contrast, Local LDA model assumes that aspects are more likely shtml discovered from sentence-level word co-occurrence patterns. The property of MG-LDA model is that it distinguishes between broad topics and fine-grained ratable topics [33] . To maintain comparability with the three models, we use the seed words as contained in Table 3 to guide the process of model learning. We also compared to the supervised SVM classifier [34] , which was trained on unigram word features.
In order to test whether the outcome of our aspectbased weight estimation (see Section 5.3) can be beneficial from the accuracy improvement on aspect identification, we also compared our CARW model to a variation CARW fixed_weights . In the CARW fixed_weights model, the weight for each aspect is fixed with as a constant value (e.g., 1/7 when there are 7 aspects).
The evaluation metrics include precision (P), recall (R), and F-1 score, as they have been widely used for evaluating labeling accuracy [10] . In our case, for each aspect, the metric precision represents the proportion of correctly classified sentences among all of the classified ones. Formally, considering a specific aspect, precision is defined as
For each aspect, metric recall refers to the proportion of correctly classified sentences among all of the sentences annotated with that aspect. Formally, recall is defined as
Another metric is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, termed as the F 1 score Table 4 reports the experiment results. We can observe that our proposed unsupervised CARW model produces results comparable to those by the supervised model SVM. Additionally, CARW outperforms the other unsupervised models (i.e., LDA, Local LDA and MG-LDA) in terms of F 1 metric for "Food", "Service" and "Ambiance" aspects. With regard to preci-sion, CARW beats Local LDA for "Service" and "Ambiance" aspects. In terms of the recall metric, the performance of CARW is better than the others for "Food" aspect.
Analysis of Results
In addition, the better performance of CARW relative to CARW fixed_weights indicates that the aspect weights learned in our joint model can empirically benefit from the task of aspect identification.
We also report the quantitative analysis of the experiment results. Specifically, Appendix Table 10 gives the aspect-related words and the associated sentiment words resulted from our CARW mode. From this table, we can see the frequency-based method shows the worst performance. As introduced before, the frequency-based method uses a set of seed words as the discriminator to identify which aspect a sentence refers to. Hence, its performance should be sensitive to the quality of constructed seed words.
Aspect-based Rating Inference Task
To evaluate the performance of CARW model in performing the task of inferring aspect-based rating, we use two datasets since they contain ground-truth aspect ratings in each review.
Description of the Dataset
The first dataset contains a set of hotel reviews from Tripadvisor.com 4 [36] . In this dataset, in addition to the overall rating, each hotel review is associated with ratings for seven aspects: value, room, location, cleanness, check-in/front desk, service and business service. To ensure that each review includes all aspects, we remove those reviews in which any of the seven aspect ratings is missing or which has less than 50 words. Thus, there are 53,696 reviews (given by 45,744 reviewers for 1,455 hotels) for the evaluation. In this dataset, we set σ = 0.1, γ = 0.5, a = 0.01, b = 0.01, A = 7, C = 120 via experimental trials. Another dataset is a subset of the beer review dataset used in [24] that includes four aspects: feel, look, smell and taste, which were collected from BeerAdvocate 5 . We use a subset of 7,015 beer reviews in our experiment. For this dataset, we set σ = 0.1, γ = 0.5, a = 0.01, b = 0.01, A = 4, C = 50. The statistical descriptions of the two datasets are shown in Table 7 . The seed words for hotel reviews are shown in Table 5 , and the seed words for beer reviews are shown in Table 6 .
Compared Methods and Evaluation Metrics
We implemented a lexicon-based method as the baseline [35] . In this method, each aspect rating is estimated based on the words that describe that aspect in the review. Concretely, the rating of aspect A k in review r ij is computed aŝ
where W k (r ij ) denotes the set of words in the review r ij that are relevant to aspect A k , and opinion(w) denotes the word's sentiment score according to the sentiment lexicon SentiWordNet [8] .
We also implemented two related methods, local prediction and global prediction, as introduced in [23] . Note that they both assume that the results of aspect identification are known before they conduct the rating inference task. Thus, in the experiment, the results of aspect identification created by our CARW model are used as inputs to these compared methods. Specifically, in the local prediction method [23] , all of the aspects are assumed to share the same ratings with the overall rating. It means that only a single rating classifier is learned by using the overall rating as the target label. For each aspect, the trained classifier is applied to estimate its rating. In contrast, the global prediction [23] method first learns a rating classifier for each rating level (from 1 to 5 in our case) of the aspect based on the Native Bayes classifier. For example, for the 2-star rating classifier, the phrases occurring in reviews with the overall rating 2 are used as the training corpus. Then, the Native Bayes classifier was trained based on a unigram language model.
In this experiment, we test whether the aspect weights learned from CARW model can in turn enhance the accuracy of inferring aspect-based ratings. Similar to the aspect identification task, we take CARW fixed_weights model as the baseline.
One evaluation metric is L 1 error, which measures the absolute difference between the estimated ratings and real ratings as defined in Eqn 20:
in which v ij and v * ij denote the estimated aspect ratings vector and real aspect ratings vector regarding review r ij , respectively.
In addition to the L 1 measure, we use three other metrics according to [36] . The first metric is ρ aspect , Table 4 Comparison results regarding aspect identification task (P: Precision, R: Recall, F: F1 score)
Food
Service Ambiance Table 5 Seed words for seven aspects in hotel reviews which is the average Pearson correlation between the estimated ratings and real ratings across all aspects within each review, formally defined as
where ρ vij ,v * ij is the Pearson correlation between the estimated aspect ratings vector v ij and real ratings vector v * ij regarding review r ij . This metric can measure how well the estimated aspect-based ratings can preserve the ranking of aspects based on their real ratings.
The second metric is ρ review , which is the average Pearson correlation between the estimated ratings and real ratings for each aspect across all products, defined as
where − → v k and − → v * k are respectively the average of estimated aspect-based ratings and the average real aspectbased ratings across all products regarding aspect A k . This metric measures how well the estimated ratings can be used for ranking in terms of each aspect.
The third one is MAP@10 which measures how well the estimated aspect-based ratings preserve the top products on the top positions in the ranking list, defined as
where Rel(A i ) denotes the set of relevant products (here, we treat the top-100 products according to their on their real aspect ratings as the relevant products), and rank(m j ) indicates the ranking position according to the estimated aspect ratings, and σ(·) is an indicator function that ensures only the top-10 products are considered.
Analysis of Results
We report the results of running different methods on hotel and beer reviews in Table 8 . From this table, we can see that CARW model outperforms the other methods in both datasets. For the hotel reviews, CARW outperforms the second-best method (i.e., the global prediction) by 17% in terms of the L 1 metric and by 44% in respect to the ρ aspect metric. For the beer reviews, similar trends appear. What's more, the better performance of CARW against CARW fixed_weights indicates that the aspect weight estimation can be helpful for improving the accuracy of aspect rating estimation.
In Tables 11 and 12 (see Appendix) , we show the aspect-related words and associated sentiment words in descending order of their sentiment scores as returned by CARW model.
Aspect-based Weight Estimation Task
As for the third task, aspect-based weight estimation, because we do not have ground-truth data, we implemented a recommender system that incorporates the estimated aspect-based weights into the process of generating recommendations, so as to indirectly measure the accuracy of our method. In this experiment, we use the same datasets of the second task.
Recommendation Method and Evaluation
Procedure For a user whose aspect weights are α u , the score of a product m j can be computed as (24) where α uk denotes the user's weight on the k-th aspect, and opinion(m j , k) indicates the average opinion value on the k-th aspect of the product m j based on its reviews, calculated via avg (i,j)∈R [v ijk ]. Then, the products with highest scores are recommended to the user.
The following procedure is conducted to perform the evaluation:
1. Choose reviewers who have posted at least 5 reviews. In this step, 1000 reviewers who satisfy this criterion are chosen for each dataset. 2. Treat each reviewer as a simulated user whose aspect-based weights are estimated by the tested method (e.g., CARW).
-For each tested user, the reviewed products (with overall rating above 4) are used for testing, and taken as relevant products when we evaluate the recommendations. -The products are ranked according to their scores (via Eqn 24) that consider both the aspect-based weights and the aspect-based ratings.
Compared Methods and Evaluation Metrics
One compared method is based on probabilistic regression model (PRM) [41] , which is a linear regression model, that learns the weights for individual reviewers. For the PRM-based model, we apply CARW to identify aspects and estimate aspect ratings as inputs to estimate aspect weights. The only difference between CARW and PRM is thus that the reviewers are clustered in CARW according to their aspect weights so that their inter-similarity can be accommodated.
To evaluate the recommendation accuracy, we measure how well the ranking returned by the recommender agrees with the user's own ranking. The first metric is the widely used MAP metric, which takes the top 10 candidates into account, as defined in Eqn 23. Another metric, the Kendall rank correlation coefficient [16] , computes the fraction of pairs with the same order in both system's ranking and user's ranking. Formally, it is defined as Kendall= #concordant pairs−#disordant pairs
where #concordant pairs (#disordant pairs) denotes the number of pairs of products with the same (different) order between the product ranking resulted from the Eqn 24 and the product ranking resulted from the overall ratings given by the user, and M is the total number of products contained in the dataset.
Analysis of Results
As shown in Table 9 , the recommendations based on the aspect weights estimated by CARW model are more accurate than PRM-based method on both datasets. Specifically, for hotel recommendations, CARW achieves higher Kendall value 0.610 (vs. 0.526 by PRM) and MAP@10 value 0.0033 (vs. 0.0016 by PRM). For beer recommendations, CARW also achieves better performance in terms of both metrics. Thus, we can conclude that the clustering-based approache Table 8 Evaluation of the estimated aspect ratings on hotel and beer reviews Hotel reviews Beer reviews CARW is able to facilitate the generation of better recommendations than PRM.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a unified CARW model that can simultaneously 1) identify the aspects mentioned in reviews, 2) infer the aspect-based ratings based on the sentiments expressed on identified aspects, and 3) estimate the aspect-based weights placed on aspects by a reviewer. The three tasks are addressed in an unsupervised manner, so that the CARW model can be feasibly applied across different domains by minimizing the training effort. From the experimental results, we can conclude that CARW outperforms the related methods regarding all of the three tasks. In addition, we demonstrate that the three tasks can be complementary to each other and be improved simultaneously through the unified model.
In the future, we will try to improve our model by parallelizing its learning process to reduce the time consumption. In addition, we will apply the proposed model to other domains (such as digital camera, cars) to validate its generalized effectiveness. 
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